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Summary
English heritage commissioned a series of investigations at Orford Castle in late 2002/early
2003. These included two trial trench excavations undertaken by Suffolk County Council’s
Archaeological Service Field Team. These were carried out in conjunction with a geophysical
survey (undertaken by Essex County Council Field Archaeology Unit) and a topographical
survey (carried out by English Heritage’s in-house surveying team).
Trench 1 was excavated to the north of the keep in December 2002 with a view to locating and
characterising the curtain wall. Remains of the robbed-out wall’s foundations were located some
7m north of the keep. The wall was c. 3.4m wide and its construction was found to be of probable
13th century date. Beyond this, with its centre some 20m from the keep, a large (c. 10.00m wide)
ditch was found to have at least 13th/14th century origins, although excavation was difficult due
to the unconsolidated nature of the deposits. The large outer bank (centred some 35m from the
keep) was found to have been largely the result of modern landscaping activity.
Trench 2 was located in the area of the causeway, some 40m to the south-south-west of the keep,
in an area where masonry remains are visible above ground today. This trench identified two
well-preserved buried walls, which would have formed an unusual 4m wide entrance
passageway extending beyond the curtain wall. No evidence of a causeway surface was
encountered at depths of up to 1.7m below the existing ground level and it is assumed that any
surviving causeway surface was beyond the depth of excavation.
The trial trench investigations, along with a previous programme of monitoring undertaken by
SCCAS, suggest that the curtain wall was relatively close to the keep, and that the bailey would
have been correspondingly small.
It is notable that this limited programme of interventions appears to confirm the accuracy of
John Norden’s plan of, produced during a survey of the Manor of Sudbourne undertaken in
1600-02.

1

Introduction

A Conservation Plan commissioned by English Heritage in June 2002 identified a need for a
topographical survey of the site in order to re-appraise the extant earthworks. However,
discrepancies between current topography and early illustrated sources meant that additional
examination of the earthworks via geophysical survey and trial trenching was requested by
English Heritage (East of England Region). The resultant outline brief produced by English
Heritage Regional Inspector John Etté is provided in Appendix 1.
A Project Design/Written Scheme of Investigation was produced in response by Suffolk County
Council’s Archaeological Service Field Team. It was decided that staff of SCCAS Field Team
would undertake the trial trenching, while Essex County Council Field Archaeology Unit would
carry out the geophysical (resistivity) survey.

1.1

Archaeological Background

The area surrounding the castle (and now under English Heritage guardianship) known as ‘Castle
Green’ is identifiable on maps as early as John Norden’s of c. 1600. The extant earthworks
within this area have long been assumed to be associated with the original 12th century castle
1
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defences. These are of particular interest as Orford Castle is believed to be the earliest in
England to have been constructed with mural towers built along the curtain wall. The earthworks
nearest the castle have recently been characterised during a preliminary reconnaissance survey as
two ditches and two banks with extensive disturbance, particularly on the western side (Barker,
2001).
The relationship of these earthworks to the location of the early curtain wall is unclear. It was
known to have been standing, in a largely complete state, around c. 1600 where up to four of the
rectangular mural towers are shown in John Norden’s view. Contemporary accounts suggest that
some robbing of the structure took place soon after, around 1605-6. Gradual decline followed:
Bucks’ view of 1738 shows part of the wall to the NW of the keep still standing to its full height,
but by 1841 the final section of curtain wall is known to have collapsed.
Previous monitoring was undertaken in 1993 and 1995 and was associated with cable laying in
an area adjacent to the modern path up to the keep (Loader, 1995). This revealed an 11.00m long
spread of probable robbed material with a wall stub at its end some 27m to the south-east of the
keep (see Fig. 1).

1.2

Site Location and Topography

The keep stands on a roughly oval platform some 45m in diameter at approximately 13.50m
AOD. The monument is some 250m to the west of the historic core of Orford. The River Ore lies
c. 700m to the south-east, with Orford Ness and the sea (Hollesley Bay) beyond.
As this trial trenching programme was carried out in tandem with a full topographical survey by
English Heritage’s in-house survey team detailed discussion of the site’s topographical setting is
not necessary, as this will be provided elsewhere.

2

Methodology

2.1

Trial Trenching

Trench 1 measured 35.00m long by 1.60m wide and began some 5.00m to the north of the keep,
extending across the inner earthworks to the north-north-west as shown in Fig. 1.
Trenching commenced (and was completed) on the 10th of December 2002 and was carried out
using a wheeled 1800 mechanical excavator (JCB) fitted with a 1.60m wide flat-bladed ditching
bucket. Topsoil and overburden were removed mechanically until the top of the first
archaeological deposit or undisturbed natural drift geology deposits were encountered. The
exposed ground surfaces were then examined and cleaned manually where necessary to define
the edges and extent of archaeological features, which were then excavated by hand. A metal
detector was employed to examine the upcast spoil, although in this case no significant finds
were recorded.
It was not possible to excavate beyond a depth of c. 1.20m throughout much of Trench 1 due to
the loose nature of the unconsolidated sand deposits and the fact that time/cost constraints
precluded any form of shoring. Consequently excavation was ceased, for safety reasons, before
the bottom of either the large ditch or outer bank (see below) could be recorded.
2
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Trench 2 targeted the area of the surviving masonry remains seen in the area of the ‘causeway’.
An irregularly shaped trench measuring c. 5.30m (NW-SE) by 2.70m (NE-SW) was employed to
encompass the full width of the causeway (see Fig. 1 and Plan 2, Fig. 3) and identify any
opposing wall to that visible on the ground today. Excavation was again somewhat limited due to
safety constraints imposed by the loose nature of the deposits.
The SMR reference number ORF 054 was allocated to the site and all the stratigraphic elements
of observed archaeological features were allocated OP numbers within a continuous numbering
system. This context information is shown in Appendix 2. Exposed archaeological features were
recorded in a series of 1:20 scale plans, drawn on drafting film. These are reproduced at an
appropriate scale in Figs. 2-3.

2.2

Erosion Scars

The outline brief (see Appendix I) also required that the two erosion scars to the west of the keep
entrance be cleaned and recorded. This was carried out by hand, with the extent of cleaning kept
to a minimum in order to avoid any further damage. Limited investigation of the area around the
scars was also carried out by probing with a road iron in order to locate any solid masonry
structures. In the event, no notable features were identified in either the bases or sections of these
scars and a simple, if somewhat uninformative, photographic record was made. A drawn record
of the sections was not deemed necessary.

2.3

Post-Excavation

Context information was entered into a Microsoft Access97 database (Appendix II). All finds
were processed and quantified by in-house staff, with the data also input onto the database.
Subsequently the different finds were examined by the relevant specialists and their findings are
presented in Section 4 of this report.
The SMR reference number ORF 054 was allocated to the site and all the stratigraphic elements
of observed archaeological features were allocated OP numbers within a continuous numbering
system. This context information is shown in Appendix 2 (Trench 1 was allocated numbers
starting at 0001, while Trench 2 began at 0301). In the following text context numbers appear
either in parentheses (0000) to denote a deposit or fill, square parentheses [0000] to denote the
cut of an incised feature or in boxes 0000 to denote structures.

3

Results

3.1

Trench 1

3.1.1

Curtain Wall

The most significant discovery in this trench was the location of the curtain wall. Its robbed
remnants were found at the southern end of the trench, some 0.50m north of the southern limit of
excavation and extended 3.40m to the north (see Fig. 2 and Plate 1). The remains of the wall are

3
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here described as 0008, and its identifiable components as 0009, 0010, (0011), (0012) and
[0013].
The earliest deposit encountered comprised firm light yellow (with occasional mottled greyish
green patches) sands (0023). Although largely undisturbed these have not been interpreted as
true natural drift deposits, but simply as those that form the body of the motte (which may have
been artificially raised) on which the keep stands.
The construction trench [0013] for the wall foundation was only partially revealed, as
preservation in situ was the primary consideration in this case. However, some recording was
possible due to the partial truncation of its southern (inner) edge by a modern pit (see below).
The southern edge of the construction trench was seen to be straight and very near vertical and
continued to a depth of at least 0.40m into the underlying sands (0023). The limited depth of the
modern truncation meant that the bottom of [0013] could not be recorded.
The construction trench was filled with a deposit of compact (becoming more compact with
depth) well sorted rounded flint cobbles (c. 50–100mm) in a fine light brownish yellow sand
matrix (0012). It could be seen in the truncated area that the concentration of cobbles increased
with depth. Overall, the deposit was composed of c. 50% matrix and 50% cobbles.
This fill of the foundation trench was overlain by (0011), a thin (0.08m) layer of small (c.
<5mm) sub-angular to sub-rounded shingle in a slightly silty sand matrix. The composition of
this layer was approximately 90% shingle to 10% matrix.
The northern edge of these foundation deposits was overlain by wall fragment 0009. This was
between 0.55 and 0.70 wide, extended the full width of the trench (1.60m+ long) and was 0.52m
high. It was principally composed of flint rubble with occasional septaria between 100–400mm
in diameter. There was no evidence of mortar having been used and the stones appear to have
been laid directly onto the shingle layer (0011) and packed with sand. There was no evidence of
a construction cut, suggesting that the wall had been built at the level of a former ground surface
(at 13.00m AOD). Two sherds of quite closely dateable pottery were recovered from within the
sand packing of this wall fragment (§ 4.1), suggesting a 13th century date for its construction.
Opposite 0009, overlying the southern edge of the foundation deposits was wall fragment 0010.
This was constructed in the same way as 0009 and composed of the same material. Little further
can be said as much of this wall fragment had been truncated by a modern pit (see below). The
surviving remains were 0.40m wide, extended the full width (1.60m+) of the trench and were
0.40m high.
The rest of the masonry that would have comprised the curtain wall had been robbed either
during or after the demolition/collapse of the walls. Evidence for this survived in the form of a
probable robber trench [0019] that appeared to cut the southern edge of 0009 (see S2, Fig. 2).
Only the northern edge of its cut was recorded, as the southern edge was outside the limit of
Trench 1. It was at least 3.65m wide, extended the full width of the trench (1.60m+) and was
1.30 m deep. Its northern side was steep and slightly concave. This side broke sharply to a flat
base that coincided with the level of the shingle foundation deposit (0011). The primary fill
(0018) of this trench was a very soft mid brownish yellow slightly silty sand with occasional
medium to large sub-rounded flints of similar character to those that comprised wall fragments
0009 and 0010. This was overlain by (0017), a soft mid brown silty sand with occasional small
sub-angular flint pebbles. This in turn was overlain by (0016), a very soft mottled brownish
yellow slightly silty sand which probably represents the final silting of the robber trench. None
of these fills yielded any dateable finds.
4
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The upper fill of the robber trench was itself cut by an almost square modern rubbish pit [0015]
measuring 1.10m wide (E-W), 1.20m long (N-S) by 1.20m deep. All sides of this pit were near
vertical and broke sharply to a flat base. It was filled with a rubbish deposit (0014) consisting of
loose greyish black silt, ash and clinker with frequent Bakelite, iron, and copper objects
including bicycle parts, plastic pipe stems, combs etc. None of these finds were retained. The pit
was sealed by the topsoil (0002), which completed the stratigraphic sequence in this part of
Trench 1.

3.1.2

The Ditch

Much of the central part of Trench 1 was cut through the large extant ditch which has its lowest
point c. 20m from the keep and continues for much of its northern and western circumference.
The origins of this ditch proved difficult to establish as any excavation beyond 1.00m deep in the
loose, unconsolidated sand deposits resulted in repeated collapse of the trench edges.
Consequently, only a partial record of the ditch to a maximum depth of 1.20m could be
undertaken due to safety constraints.
Some 2.30m north of wall 0009 the southern edge of an earlier ditch [0007] was observed (see
Fig. 2). Its northern edge was obscured by the landscaping deposits of the outer bank (§ 3.1.3)
and continual collapse of the trench sides. What could be seen of [0007] suggests that it had
smooth shallow sides, at least on its southern edge.
The earliest fill recorded within this ditch was a soft light brownish grey slightly silty sand
(0006) with occasional pottery, animal bone and shell fragments. The pottery comprised five
sherds from the same vessel of 13th-14th century date (§ 4.1). Due to its limited exposure it is
unclear whether this is a later fill of ditch [0007] or whether it represents the primary phase of
silting. This deposit was overlain by a soft light brownish yellow sand (0005) with occasional
lenses of darker brown mottling which yielded no dateable finds. The uppermost deposit (0004)
in the area of the ditch comprised a friable light greyish brown silty sand with moderate animal
bone fragments and occasional pottery, shell, ceramic building material (CBM), and stone
fragments along with a small number of modern metal objects. The unusual profile (see S1, Fig.
2) of (0004) suggests that it may not be a fill of [0007] but a later recut/clearing of the ditch. The
finds also suggest a modern date, with Roman as well as 13-14th century pottery (from the same
vessel found in (0006)) occurring residually following the disturbance of earlier deposits.

3.1.3

The Bank

The northern third of Trench 1 cut into the large bank that has its highest point c. 35m from the
keep. This extends almost unbroken throughout the entire northern and western quadrants of the
monument. The bank deposits were found to be even more poorly consolidated than elsewhere in
the trench and this made conventional excavation impossible without shoring. As a result it was
decided that a machine-dug sondage would be employed at the highest point of the bank and
measurements taken from the trench edge. The northern end of the trench was then backfilled
immediately for safety reasons, following consultation with the Regional Inspector (John Etté),
who was in attendance at the time.
Between 2.20 and 2.50m (at which point the sondage excavation ceased) below the existing
ground level an apparently undisturbed sand deposit (0022) was observed. More detailed
characterisation was not possible as the trench was inaccessible at this depth.
5
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This was overlain by (0021), a layer of compact slightly brownish grey silty sand, some 0.30m
thick (occurring at 1.90 – 2.20m below existing ground level). This is perhaps best described as
windblown or ‘loess-like’, and appeared to have been deposited as a crust which has been
interpreted here as an earlier surface. Due to the limited exposure it is unclear whether this
represented the surface of an earlier bank or more level ground.
The remainder of the bank (up to 1.90m below existing), apart from c. 0.30m of topsoil,
consisted of a single homogenous sand deposit (0020). This was of friable mottled yellowish
brown sand with occasional silty patches. A moderate quantity of modern finds (including a
bicycle seat and enamelled plates) were recovered from the spoil as the sondage was excavated.
It is clear that this represents some form of large-scale modern (late 19th/early 20th century)
landscaping activity.

3.2

Trench 2

Loose friable sands again dominated the deposits encountered here and as a result the depth of
excavation was limited due to the risk of collapse and associated health and safety
considerations. Consequently, only a limited area surrounding the north-western wall was
excavated to a depth of 1.60m, while a small area was taken to a depth of 1.70m around the
south-eastern wall. In addition, time and cost constraints meant that full excavation of the
deposits between the walls could not be undertaken to a similar depth. However, sufficient
exposure of these deposits was possible in the areas adjacent to the walls to enable their
satisfactory characterisation. No undisturbed natural deposits were identified at this depth.
Structural remains were encountered in this trench in the form of two walls on either side of the
‘causeway’. The first was a north-western wall 0309 which was 0.10m+ wide (NW-SE), 0.64m+
long (NE-SW) and visible for a depth of 1.60m+ below existing ground level (see Plan 2, Fig. 3;
Sections 3 and 4, Fig. 3; and Plate 2). The second was a south-eastern wall 0313 that was 0.74m
wide (NW-SE), 1.64m+ long (NE-SW) and visible to a depth of 1.70m+ below existing ground
level (see Plan 2, Fig. 3; Sections 5 and 6, Fig. 3; and Plate 3). A distance of 4.00m separated the
inner faces of these two walls.

3.2.1

North-western Wall 0309

Three elements of this wall were identified: 0308, 0307 and 0306.
The earliest context recorded in this part of the trench was 0308. This was 1.00m+ high and
some evidence of rendering (with a very hard whitish grey mortar with few visible inclusions)
survived on its inside (SE) face. The presence of this render in some areas precluded more
detailed recording of the fabric, although septaria appeared to dominate with occasional roughly
knapped flints also visible. The limited depth of excavation meant that the base of this wall could
not be observed. No evidence of any construction cut was visible. This, along with the fact that
the wall had been rendered, suggests that it had been built up from a former ground surface and
was designed to be upstanding rather than being part of a footing or foundation. This has been
interpreted as part of the original build of the wall on the north side of the ‘entrance passageway’
indicated on John Norden’s plan of c. 1600 (§ 5.2 and Plate 4).
This was abutted by (0305), a deposit of soft mid brownish yellow sand with very occasional
small to medium sub-rounded pebbles. It yielded no dateable finds. Although this deposit could
6
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be described as relatively ‘clean’ it clearly post-dated 0308, having accumulated against its
inside face within the area of the passageway.
This deposit was in turn overlain by (0304), a soft mid brown silty sand which was only seen
beyond the south-western end of the wall. This also failed to produce any dateable finds.
The next context in the sequence recorded in this part of the trench was wall component 0307.
This was 0.40m high and constructed of large (up to 300mm by 200mm) shaped septaria blocks
with occasional smaller roughly hewn flints. There was only rudimentary coursing and it was
bonded with a very hard light whitish grey mortar of similar character to the render on 0308
described above. The inside surface was again faced. However, there was no clear evidence to
suggest that this part of the wall had been rendered. Although clearly a later addition or repair no
associated dating evidence could be recovered from either the fabric of the wall itself or the
overlying deposits.
A further dump deposit of light yellowish brown slightly silty sand (0303) with occasional
mortar flecks, small sub-rounded pebbles and very occasional small to medium pieces of septaria
rubble abutted this. It produced no dateable finds.
Next was 0306, the uppermost component of the north-western wall. This survived to a height of
0.30m and was constructed of roughly hewn flints (c. 50mm to 120mm in diameter) and
occasional smaller fragments of CBM (of similar fabric to the brick recovered from 0310
below). These were laid in a random uncoursed fashion and bonded with a soft crumbly light
yellow very sandy mortar. Again, the inside surface of this was faced but there was no evidence
for rendering. This would seem to represent a later (14th – 15th century) repair or capping to the
north-western wall.
The final deposit encountered in this part of the trench was 0.30m of topsoil (0302), a friable
dark brownish grey silty sand topped with turf. This was indistinguishable from (0002), as seen
in Trench 1. In places this did not completely cover the wall which remains visible above ground
today, particularly along the northern edge of the ‘causeway bank’.

3.2.2

South-eastern Wall 0313

Two components of this wall were revealed: 0310 and 0312.
The earliest context in this part of the trench was 0312, which accounted for the lower 1.35m+ of
wall 0313. This had well-finished faces on both its northern and southern sides and, as was the
case with the north-western wall, was largely rendered with a hard whitish grey lime mortar.
Occasional loss of the render enabled a mixture of septaria (up to 250mm x 250mm x 200mm)
and occasional roughly knapped flints to be identified, bonded with identical mortar to that used
for the render, and laid in a random uncoursed fashion.
This was abutted by (0305), which was encountered from c. 0.50m below the existing ground
level and was otherwise as described above (§ 3.2.1).
Overlying this was (0311), a shallow (30-70mm thick) dump layer only visible at the western
end of the wall. This was composed of very soft dark brownish grey slightly clayey silty sand
with occasional mottled reddish brown patches of burnt material including fired clay. This
produced sherds of pottery of 13th - 14th century date, although a single residual Roman sherd of
7
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4th century date (§ 4.1) was also found. A small quantity of animal bones, oyster shells,
fragments of medieval tile and an undated iron object were also recovered from this deposit.
Next in the stratigraphic sequence was 0310, the upper component of the south-eastern wall.
This was just 0.10 – 0.15m thick and was predominantly constructed of flint cobbles
(occasionally roughly knapped) and occasional septaria, both varying between 50mm – 100mm
in diameter. Very occasionally, particularly at the edges or corners (see Plate 3), bricks of
probable 14th – 15th century date were incorporated into the fabric. These materials were laid in a
random uncoursed manner and bonded with a poor quality crumbly yellowish sandy mortar,
which had been much damaged by the roots of the turf line that directly overlay it.
This uppermost section of the wall, although barely 0.15m below the existing turf line was
stratigraphically overlain by up to 0.25m of (0303) and c. 0.30m of topsoil (0302). Descriptions
of both these deposits are given in section 3.2.1.

3.3

Erosion Scars

The base and sections of both erosion scars were cleaned by hand. This revealed no notable
features. The only deposits revealed were indistinguishable from the topsoil (0002)=(0302)
already described above. The very deepest (c. 0.45m) section of the scars toward the top of the
mound on which the keep stands showed limited exposure of a deposit similar in character to
(0303), as described above (§ 3.2.1), toward their base.
Probing (an average depth of 0.30 – 0.40m was achieved) into the sections and bases of both
scars using a road iron at intervals of approximately 0.50m along their length revealed no
evidence of any solid masonry.
No finds were recovered during the cleaning. Very occasional small to medium (20mm –
100mm) fragments of eroded/sub-rounded septaria building material were observed along the
length of both scars. One large (c. 300mm x 130mm x 80mm) septaria block was found at the
bottom of the slope adjacent to the slightly larger northern scar. Although clearly derived from a
solid structure relatively recently neither the cleaning or probing exercises suggested any
obvious origin for this block within the immediate vicinity of the erosion scars.

4

The Finds (by Sue Anderson)

Finds were collected from seven contexts, as shown in the table below.
OP
0001
0004
0006
0009
0020
0310
0311
Total

Pottery
No.
Wt/g
3
16
5
46
5
2
4
5
8
32

159
66
43
39
199
568

CBM
No.
Wt/g
1
61
11
905

1
1
14

2640
165
3771

Bone
No.
Wt/g

No.

Shell
Wt/g

98

1620

32

318

5
1

74
9

4

40

9
113

14
1717

3
39

147
505

8

Miscellaneous

Spotdate

1 glass (13g)
1 mortar (82g), 1 stone
(141g), 1 Ae (1g).

U/S
PMedModern?
13-14th c.
13th c.
Modern
14th-15th c.?
13th-14th c.?

1 Fe (5g)
1 Fe (13g)
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4.1

Pottery

Thirty-two sherds of pottery were collected from seven contexts. Nineteen were recovered from
Trench 1 and thirteen from Trench 2.
The earliest finds from Trench 1 were four sherds of Roman greyware, including a jar rim, which
were found in the upper fill (0004) of ditch [0007]. These were clearly redeposited as they were
found in association with a sherd of Hollesley glazed ware (13th-14th c.). This piece was from
the same vessel as five other sherds from (0006), a lower fill of the same ditch.
A Hollesley ware base from another vessel, decorated with thumbing, was found embedded in
footing 0009, together with the handle from a Flemish blue-grey (Paffrath Ware) ladle handle of
12th-13th century date. All other pottery from Trench 1 was refined white earthenware of 19th20th century date.
Trench 2 also produced a single sherd of residual Roman pottery, in this case a bowl base in
Roman Oxford red colour-coated ware of 4th century date. This was found in deposit (0311). All
other pottery sherds from Trench 2, whether recovered from within the fabric of wall 0310 or in
dump/layer (0311), were of medium sandy medieval coarsewares and consisted of body and base
sherds only.

4.2

Building Materials

4.2.1

Ceramic Building Material (CBM)

Most of the CBM from Trench 1 was collected from the upper fill (0004) of ditch [0007],
although there was also one unstratified fragment of post-medieval red brick. The assemblage
from (0004) also included pieces of medieval and later peg tile, a fragment of ‘early brick’ in an
estuarine clay fabric (typically 14th-15th century), and a fragment of possible Roman tile with a
loose matrix and grog tempering.
A complete brick was recovered from 0310 in Trench 2. This measured 228 x 106 x 56mm and
was in a yellow grog-tempered fabric with pinkish purple surfaces. It is similar to estuarine clay
bricks of 14th – 15th century date.
Also from Trench 2 was a fragment of thick brown sandy peg tile with a reduced core. This was
found in (0311) and was probably medieval. Dump/layer (0311) also produced two small
fragments of chalk-tempered fired clay that had flat outer surfaces and may be fragments of daub
or render.

4.2.2

Mortar

One fragment of very hard lime mortar tempered with sea shells was collected from (0004) in
Trench 1.
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4.2.3

Stone

A fragment of worked shelly limestone with one flat surface was also found in (0004).

4.3

Metalwork

Trench 1 produced a ring of copper alloy wire made from very fine twisted strands, with two
other sections of wire knotted at opposite sides. This is probably of modern date and may be
intrusive in upper ditch fill (0004).
Trench 2 yielded a small handmade nail found within the fabric of 0310, and a fragment of iron
?strap with a rectangular section was recovered from (0311). Neither is closely dateable.

4.4

Biological Evidence

In Trench 1 animal bone was collected from two fills of ditch [0007] and a footing. The majority
was from upper fill (0004), and included the bones of cow, sheep/goat, pig and dog. The larger
bones showed signs of butchery in the form of saw and chop-marks. Cow and sheep bones were
also found in (0006) and a fragment of juvenile sheep long bone was recovered from the sand
packing of 0009. Twenty-six oyster shells were collected from Trench 1, 24 from (0004) and
two from (0006). There were also eight whelks (six from (0004), two from (0006)), and from
(0004) a cockle and a land snail (Helix aspersa).
Trench 2 yielded nine fragments of animal bone (unidentified species of bird and medium-sized
mammal) and three oyster shells, all from (0311).

4.5

Miscellaneous

One fragment of modern uncoloured bottle glass was an unstratified find from Trench 1.

4.6

Finds Discussion

The Roman pottery from the upper fill of ditch [0007] and layer (0311) are perhaps the most
surprising finds from the site, but Roman material has been found in the town before and Roman
cremation vessels are known from nearby (J. Plouviez, pers. comm.). The fragments were ‘fresh’
and not abraded, suggesting that they had not moved far from their original position. It is of
course possible that they were ‘curated’ objects that were found in the post-medieval period and
later disposed of with other rubbish.
Medieval pottery consisted of locally-produced glazed wares and a Flemish import, neither of
which are unexpected at coastal sites. The presence of early estuarine brick fragments in the
upper fill of ditch [0007] and also within the fabric of 0310 indicates some later building and/or
maintenance of the castle defences. There were also a few fragments of medieval tile,
presumably from buildings within the castle bailey.
Other finds, including the animal bone and shell, seem likely to be of post-medieval date.
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5

Discussion

Despite their small scale this programme of interventions at Orford Castle have proved very
productive. The strands of evidence produced can be drawn together to clarify a number of
uncertainties relating to the location, date and nature of the curtain wall, earthworks and entrance
causeway.

5.1

The Curtain Wall

5.1.1

Location

The location of the curtain wall has, until now, been somewhat unclear and there has also been
some uncertainty regarding the relationship of the wall to the extant earthworks. The recent
interventions have enabled the question of the wall’s location to be addressed through both direct
and indirect evidence.
Direct evidence relating to the position of the wall on the north side of the keep was encountered
in Trench 1. The remains of the curtain wall were located at the southern end of this trench,
placing its inside edge approximately 7.00m from the north-east corner of the keep. Although
none of the formerly upstanding masonry was found the surviving remains demonstrate that the
wall would have been some 3.40m thick at this point. This position is in agreement with the
layout suggested by John Norden’s plan of Orford (see Plate 4), drawn for a survey of the Manor
of Sudbourne commissioned by Sir Michaell Stanhope and undertaken in 1600-01. This suggests
a relatively close circuit for the wall and correspondingly small Bailey.
Indirect evidence for location of the wall was encountered in Trench 2 and also in previous
monitoring work undertaken by the SCCAS Field Team in 1993 and 1995.
The walls encountered in Trench 2 again demonstrate the accuracy of Norden’s survey as they
almost certainly represent the end of the entrance passageway indicated outside the main wall to
the south-west of the keep (Plate 4). This would place the curtain wall some way to the northeast along the line of what is visible today as the ‘causeway bank’. The most likely location of
the wall on the north side of the passageway would seem to be where the causeway bank turns to
the north to meet the edge of the motte. On the south side of the passageway the wall appears to
continue almost straight and most likely carries on following the outer edge of the motte.
The previous monitoring work (Loader, 1995) identified a spread of probable robbing or
demolition debris along the line of the modern path, beginning approximately 16.00m to the
south-east of the keep. This was 11.00m long, with a fragment of wall (rendered on its inside,
upslope face) at its downslope end. This spread would seem to be too wide for a section of the
curtain wall, though it is possible that the stub of wall is not in situ and has migrated downslope
since demolition or collapse. However, it was the opinion of the original excavator that this
complex of features most probably represented the remains of a building cut into the slope. It
would therefore seem reasonable to conjecture that this could represent the robbed out remnants
of a south-eastern flanking tower, as indicated on Norden’s plan (Plate 4).
If these conjectured locations are correct one might expect to have encountered evidence for the
wall in the erosion scars. However, it must be remembered that extensive (and thorough, if
Trench 1 is any indication) robbing has taken place on the site. Therefore any structural remains
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may only survive in the form of footings or foundations that would be buried rather deeper than
the limited investigation of the erosion scars could reach.
The various findings relating to the location of the curtain walls are summarised in Fig. 4, which
gives a conjectured line of the walls based on the evidence currently available.

5.1.2

Construction

The evidence recorded in Trench 1 enables us to comment on the method of construction
employed in Orford Castle’s curtain wall. Although no upstanding masonry survived as buried
remains much of the foundation could be observed.
A substantial vertical-sided construction trench was cut into the sands of the motte. These sands
did not appear, in the excavator’s opinion, to represent completely undisturbed natural deposits,
suggesting that the mound had been artificially raised prior to the construction of the castle.
However, it is difficult to say with any certainty whether the sands are definitely redeposited, as
the bulk of the material (given its local abundance) may not have been transported far and the
mound-building activity may have been relatively short-lived. Consequently, the sands would
retain a relatively ‘clean’ appearance. No evidence of more solid natural deposits, such as a crag
outcrop, was visible.
The construction trench itself was only partially excavated but was at least 0.40m deep with a
vertical southern side. It was filled with cobbles in a sand matrix that became more densely
packed with depth. A thin layer of shingle was then spread over the top of the cobble-filled
foundation. Laid onto this shingle at the northern and southern edges of the foundation were the
surviving remnants of more solid footings. These survived to a height of c. 0.50m, although it is
unclear whether this was their original extent or whether they had been partially robbed. They
did not appear to have been bonded with mortar and were simply laid in/packed with sand.
However, it is possible that the free-draining and acidic nature of the soils could have precluded
the survival of the original mortar. The evidence suggests that they were not trench-built but
constructed on a contemporary ground surface (at c. 13.00m AOD) as a preparatory base to level
or consolidate the area above the foundation prior to the building of the main bonded masonry
element of the wall.
At first sight this would not seem to provide a particularly solid base for the construction of a
structure as substantial as a curtain wall. Direct comparison is difficult as, to the author’s
knowledge at least, no similarly sized structures of contemporary date built on sand have been
excavated. However, the techniques of medieval foundation building observed on other sites
show that solid foundations are rare. The most common approach was to fill a foundation trench
with alternating layers of crushed mortar or chalk and more elastic clayey deposits containing
pebble or cobble inclusions. This would have provided a flexible foundation with high loadbearing properties that enabled some degree of gradual lateral movement. The example seen at
Orford Castle demonstrates a similar approach and would likely have had similar properties,
albeit achieved using very different locally available materials.

5.1.3

Date

It is worth noting that the building of the curtain wall is not specifically mentioned in the Pipe
Rolls of 1163-78, either at the time the castle was first built or later (Potter et al, 2002, p 47).
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The fortuitous recovery of two sherds of pottery from within the sand packing of part of the wall
foundation in Trench 1 suggest a 13th century date for its construction. This is in broad
agreement with the English Heritage Conservation Plan Gazetteer, which states ‘the curtain walls
are assumed to have been built as part of the original castle’ (English Heritage, 2002, p 75). The
keep is known to have been built in 1165-73 and the evidence recovered during these
investigations suggests that outer defence construction commenced, if not at the same time, then
very soon after.

5.2

The Entrance Passageway

The Scheduled Ancient Monument description of the earthworks included in the English
Heritage Conservation Plan Gazetteer mentions that in the area of the causeway the ‘masonry
footings of a bridge’ can be seen (English Heritage, 2002, p 71). The Reverend Charles Henry
Hartshorn, in 1840, describes ‘The approach was on the south-western side, over a solid structure
of masonry, fifteen feet wide, and seventy-six long’. Also, The Suffolk Traveller of 1829 states:
The entrance to the castle was through a square building, adjoining the west side of the
tower… to which a bridge [presumably the passage/causeway] led over two ditches

This may also be one of the few aspects of the castle’s construction to be mentioned in the Pipe
Rolls. The accounts relating to building materials refers to the acquisition of surplus wood from
Scarborough castle and the cost of a causeway (Potter et al, 2002, p 46). However, it is unclear
whether this refers to something near the river built to facilitate the unloading of imported
building materials or the structure investigated here, near to the castle’s south-western entrance.

5.2.1

Location

Excavation to examine the nature of the causeway in Trench 2 revealed two substantial walls
preserved just beneath the topsoil with a 4.00m wide space between. The evidence suggests that
both walls were designed to be upstanding structures rather than forming part of any footings or
foundations.
This corresponds well with Norden’s plan, which clearly shows a walled entrance passage
extending beyond an archway or gatehouse tower in the south-west corner of the curtain wall
(see Plate 4).
An interesting discrepancy in Norden’s otherwise apparently reliable work concerns his
illustration of the castle from the south-west (Plate 5). While this shows the remains of an arch or
gateway there is no clear representation of any walled passage. It is possible that it had already
collapsed to some extent and the remains encountered during excavation had already been
buried, and that the plan in Plate 4 had been embellished with an element of ‘reconstruction’. It
is also possible that the more artistic illustration may not have been quite as carefully observed
as the more formal parts of the survey. Whatever the reason for the omission the excavated
evidence clearly agrees with the plan in Plate 4.

5.2.2

Construction

Both walls were both constructed of septaria and flint and were not only faced, but rendered as
well. The wall on the north side of the passage was only partially excavated to reveal its inside
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face and survived to a depth of at least 1.60m. No evidence of footings, foundations or a
construction trench was visible at this depth. The wall on the south side of the passage was
excavated more fully and seen to be 0.74m wide. This survived to a depth of at least 1.70m.
Again, no evidence of its foundations could be recorded at this depth.
Both walls had seen episodes of repair utilising bricks/brick fragments which typically date to
the 14th or 15th centuries (though these may of course have been re-used at a later date),
indicating that some effort was made to maintain them.
No evidence of any form of gate or closure was found at the western end of either wall.
These walls formed a passage 4.00m wide. At no point during the excavation of the c. 1.70m of
deposits within this passage was there any evidence of any consolidation or metalling that might
indicate a surface. The loose sands encountered would not endure even light foot traffic for long,
let alone the passage of draft or riding animals. It seems unlikely that any materials used for a
surface would have been robbed while the upstanding passage walls were allowed to remain. The
most likely interpretation is that evidence of a surface survives, but beyond the depth of
excavation that was possible in Trench 2.
While this arrangement of walls may at first sight seem unusual it is by no means unknown in
late 12th century castle design (John Kenyon, pers. comm.). Perhaps the closest parallel is another
of Henry II’s castles at Conisburgh (the keep being built between 1180-90). This has a surviving
walled entrance, in this case referred to as the barbican, although it was built slightly later than
the keep. Other contemporary castles with similar designs include Scarborough (started in 1140,
but appropriated by Henry II, who built the keep and walls, in 1154) and Prudhoe (keep built in
1175 after attacks by the Scots, although the addition of two barbicans and a gatehouse did not
occur in this case until the 13th century).

5.2.3

Date

The fabric of the walls themselves can tell us little other than that periodic repair was carried out
some time after the 14th - 15th century.
The only other dating evidence recovered from Trench 2 relates to a demolition or dump layer
found at the western end of the southern wall. This contained material of 13th/14th century date.
The discovery of a layer of this date only 0.40m below the existing ground surface suggests that
more than 1.20m of the wall had become buried by that time. It is unclear from the available
evidence whether this was due to deliberate raising of the ground level within the area of the
passage or to a period of abandonment. However, the latter seems unlikely and would raise the
question that if the passage/causeway was built only to facilitate the castle’s construction then
where was the 13th century entrance to the bailey?
Overall, there was insufficient evidence to determine whether any part of the passage or
causeway was built prior to the keep (to facilitate transport of building materials to the motte) or
at the same time as the rest of the outer defences (§ 5.1.3).
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5.3

The Earthworks

The relationship of the extant earthworks to any of the original castle defences has long been
unclear. Indeed, it is often difficult to interpret even historical accounts. For example, The
Suffolk Traveller of 1829 gives an account stating that two ditches used to surround the keep:
One fifteen feet [c. 2.75m] and the other thirty-eight [c. 11.00m] from the walls. Between these
ditches was a circular wall, part of which is still remaining, opposite the south-east tower.

Given the appearance of the castle and earthworks on the ground today it is extremely difficult to
identify either of these features with any certainty.
Trench 1 enabled examination of the small bank and ditch closest to the keep, as well as the large
central ditch and the outer bank.
The shallow inner ditch closest to the keep did broadly correspond to the location of the robber
trench above the curtain wall in Trench 1. However the extent of this inner ditch on the ground
today is very limited (see Fig. 1) and it is therefore of little use in determining the location of the
wall elsewhere around the keep. Likewise the small inner bank appeared to respect an area just
outside the curtain wall foundations but is similarly limited in its extent.
The large central ditch was shown to have an upper fill (c. 1.00m thick) of modern date, although
some earlier fills were observed suggesting that it had at least 13th – 14th century origins,
possibly as part of the planned defences where it served as a ditch outside the curtain wall.
The outer bank proved difficult to excavate due to the loose nature of its constituent deposits.
However, the uppermost 1.90m was shown to be of modern (late 19th/early 20th century) origin.

6

Conclusions

We can now say with some certainty that the curtain wall described a relatively small circuit
around the keep, with a correspondingly small bailey (approximately 7.00m wide to the north of
the keep to perhaps 40.00m wide to the south). However, it should be remembered that the only
direct observation of the wall took place to the north of the keep in Trench 1, its location
elsewhere is inferred from indirect evidence.
The unusual nature of the castle’s south-western entrance has been highlighted. While it was not
possible to identify any evidence of a causeway surface it has been demonstrated that the
entrance incorporated a substantial walled passageway extending beyond the curtain wall to form
a kind of rudimentary barbican or hornwork.
Both of the above findings attest to the veracity of John Norden’s plan of 1600-02.
Large scale modern landscaping has been identified to the north of the keep. Consequently, it can
be said that the extant earthworks in the area bear little reliable relationship to the location of the
castle’s original defences. The extent of this disturbance elsewhere within the area of the
monument is unknown.
The condition of the buried remains is varied. To the north of the keep extensive robbing has
taken place and there is only partial survival of the curtain wall’s foundations approximately
1.00m below the existing ground surface. To the south-west of the keep in the area of the
15
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causeway substantial buried masonry survives to a depth of 1.70m, although this is preserved
somewhat vulnerably just beneath the topsoil.
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APPENDIX I
OUTLINE BRIEF FOR PROJECT TO UNDERTAKE TRIAL EXCAVATIONS TO
LOCATE AND RECORD THE “LOST” CURTAIN WALL AND MURAL TOWERS AT
ORFORD CASTLE, SUFFOLK
CLIENT: ENGLISH HERITAGE, EAST OF ENGLAND REGION, CAMBRIDGE
1

Background

1.1

Orford Castle is believed to be the earliest castle in England constructed with mural or
flanking towers built along the curtain wall, which surrounded the bailey. The keep was
also built to a revolutionary polygonal design. The standing castle today comprises the
keep and is relatively well understood, however this is not true of the outer defences
despite an illustration by the mapmaker and artist John Norden in 1602 which shows the
walls and towers in a near complete condition. Soon after this the castle’s outer defences
were dismantled when the strategic importance of the castle declined after the silting up of
the port. Over time the curtain wall became “lost” with the last section falling in 1841.

1.2

English Heritage commissioned a Conservation Plan in June 2002, which highlighted the
need for a topographic survey to assist with understanding the outer earthworks. The inhouse Archaeological Survey team has recently undertaken survey work on the site. This
has led to a re-appraisal of the earthworks, however, additional confirmation is required by
way of geophysical survey and trial trenching to confirm the likely location of the curtain
wall as robbing and later quarrying has led to some ambiguity in the topography when
compared with the illustrative sources. The survey should help inform future management
decisions and assist with a new reconstruction painting for the proposed new guidebook.

1.3

A map showing the location of the main trench and area of geophysics has been provided.
In addition it will be necessary to clean and record the two erosion scars west of the
entrance to the keep. The relevant section of the Conservation Plan Gazetteer is also
provided for brief historical background and descriptions.

2

Services

2.1

The project will be in compliance with English Heritage’s standard Conditions of Contract
for the Provision of Archaeological Project Services.

2.2

The work will be carried out in accordance with the methods statement and costs agreed as
part of the project.

2.3

All fieldwork must conform to the agreed specification/project design prepared by the
consultant and agreed with the Inspector of Ancient Monuments.

2.4

The consultant will be responsible for undertaking and organising all works as specified.

2.5

The consultant must carry out the works to a standard acceptable to English Heritage, such
as set out in the IFA Standards and Guidelines of the Institute of Field Archaeologists 2.6.
The consultant shall maintain professional indemnity insurance and public liability
insurance to cover any liability of the consultant arising under the contract.

2.6

English Heritage shall retain full copyright of documents, photographs and drawings as
stated in the contract for the work.
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3

Methodology

3.1

The area on the attached plan (marked by cross-hatching) will be subject to geophysical
survey by resistivity or other appropriate equipment by agreement with the inspector.

3.2

A trench up to a max of 30m long and up to 1m wide will be excavated by hand (N.B. it
was later agreed that machine excavation would be more appropriate given the budgetary
constraints) and all finds and features encountered recorded. All features will be planned at
an appropriate scale (1:10, 1:20 or 1:50). The two erosion scars will be cleaned and cut to
expose and record features which will be planned and recorded in section, with all finds
recovered. Any additional areas to be surveyed/recorded will require discussion with the
Inspector.

3.3

Suggestions will be made with a view to identifying the date and function of any features
and place them into context.

3.4

A full archive shall be prepared and a report of the findings produced within 3 months of
the completion of the survey. Ownership of all archival material will rest with English
Heritage.
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APPENDIX II
Context list and descriptions
Op No
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0301
0302
0303
0304
0305
0306
0307
0308

Feature Identifier
Finds
Layer
NOT USED
0007
Fill
0007
Fill
0007
Fill
0007
Cut
0013
Structure
0013
Structure
0013
Structure
0013
Structure
0013
Structure
0013
Cut
0015
Fill
0015
Cut
0019
Fill
0019
Fill
0019
Fill
0019
Cut
Deposit
Layer
Deposit
Deposit
Finds
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
0309
Structure
0309
Structure
0309
Structure

Description
Unstratified finds
Topsoil
Upper silting of ditch 0007
Fill of ditch 0007
Fill of ditch 0007
Partially revealed cut of large central ditch
Curtain wall (surviving evidence of)
N. wall footing remains
S. wall footing remains
Shingle foundation layer
Cobble foundation layer
Cut for curtain wall foundation trench
Fill of modern rubbish pit
Modern rubbish pit
Upper fill of possible robber trench
Fill of possible robber trench
Basal fill of possible robber trench
Cut of possible robber trench
Dumped landscaping material (outer bank)
Loess-like layer - possible top of earlier bank
Possible natural sand/original body of outer bank
“Natural” sands
Unstratified finds
Topsoil
Build-up/dump deposit between passageway walls
Dump deposit to west of passageway entrance
Landscaping/dump deposit
Upper course of wall 0309, probably later repair
Middle course of wall 0309
Lower course of wall 0309
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Under

Over

Cuts

Cut by Same as

+

(0004)
(0005)
(0006)

(0302)
(0005)
(0006)
[0007]
(0023)

(0018)
(0018)
0009, 0010
0011
0012
(0002)
(0014)
(0002)
(0016)
(0017)
(0018)
(0002)
(0021)
(0021)
[0007], [0013]

0011
0011
0012
[0013]
(0023)
[0015]

+
(0302)
(0302)
(0304), (0311)
(0305)
0306
0308

(0303)
(0304), (0311)
(0305)
0309, 0313
0307
0308
NFE

[0015]

0010
(0017)
(0018)
[0019]
0008
(0021)
(0022)
NFE
NFE

?(0023)
(0001)
(0002)
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0309
0310
0311
0312
0313

0309
0313
0313
0313

Structure
Structure
Layer
Structure
Structure

Northern ‘barbican’ wall
Upper course of wall 0313
Partially revealed dump/layer at w. end of 0313
Lower course of wall 0313
Southern 'barbican' wall

?(0305)
(0305)
(0303)
0310
?(0305)
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(0305)
NFE
NFE
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Trench 1

1995 demolition spread

1993 Wall stub

Trench 2

Scale 1:1000

Figure 1 - Location of 2002/2003 trenches and findings of 1993/1995 monitoring
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Plate 1 - Trench 1. Remains of curtain wall 0008
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Plate 2 - Trench 2. Inside (S) face of north-western passageway wall 0309

Plate 3 - Trench 2. Western end of south-western passageway wall 0313, showing layer (0311) at bottom of frame
(length of wall 1.60m). One of the 14th – 15th century bricks can just be seen in the bottom right corner of the wall
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Plate 4 - Detail of John Norden’s plan of the town 1600-01

Plate 5 - John Norden’s view from the south-east 1600-01
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Scale 1:1000

Figure 4 – Conjectured location of curtain wall and bailey
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